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“No problem can be solved from the same consciousness that created it.
We have to learn to see the world anew.” - Albert Einstein

AGENDA
10.30-11.30
- Introduction (15 min)
- Journaling exercise (30 min)
- Reflective dialogue & takeaways (15 min)

Values and feelings in climate education
• Individual response to the planetary crisis
• The importance of meaning and satisfying life

Challenges to be addressed in education
• Difficulties in facing students’ anxiety for planetary situation and
requirements for practical tools for solving it
• Students may graduate without acquiring sufficient competencies for
dealing with their feelings and managing the complexity. They still may
feel lacking the ‘right answers’ concerning the different interpretations
on sustainability
• Educational challenges: what to teach, how to teach, when to teach,
who should teach?
🡪 what is the final aim?

Transformative learning
• a profound shift in awareness that alters one’s way of being in the world
and one’s view of the interconnectedness of self, the human community
and the natural environment (O’Sullivan 2002; 2008)
• goes beyond epistemological processes of a change of worldview to an
ontological process of a change in being in the world (Lange 2004)
• Head, hands and heart model (Orr, 1992; Sipos et al. 2008)
• Cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains of learning

🡪 The epistemology of awareness-based methods reinforce the shaping
factors of transformative learning: critical reflection, emotional engagement
and relational knowing

Key competences for sustainability education:
Self-awareness

Awareness-based approach to
promote and ensure the
empowering, transformative
potential of higher education

http://donellameadows.org/wp-content/userfiles/iceberg-model.pdf

Our interior invisible world animates our actions
We socially construct our reality

https://medium.com/presencing-institute-blog/social-field-resonance-how-to-research-deep-structures-of-the-social-system-544d68654abf

BECOMING AWARE - what do you bring with you when you enter the room?

We all carry (hidden):
• mindsets
• mental models (Senge
1990)
• emotions
• past events
• future desires
• continuous flow of
thoughts
Are you here now?

Layers of ’preventing factors’:
• self-criticism
• roles
• expectations
• judgements
• fears (lack of smth)
• fear of the unknown

Awareness-based systems change
framework: Theory U
Two parallel transformation journeys
“transforming society and self”

Scharmer, C. O. (2009). Theory U: Learning from the future as it emerges. Berrett-Koehler Publishers.

DEMO: Journaling exercise (30 min)
Reflecting + future potentials
● What is my own role in the climate crisis?
● What is my field’s role in the climate crisis?
● What is my desire for future directions?
● What life calls me to do?

- Reflective dialogue & takeaways (15 min)
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• journaling exercise and questions: https://www.presencing.org/resource/tools/guided-journaling-desc

